PUTTING THE “VA” IN VTCs: HOW FACILITATING VA ACCESS CAN MAKE VETERANS TREATMENT COURTS MORE EFFECTIVE
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ABSTRACT

This Article argues for better integration between Veterans Treatment Courts (“VTCs”) and the Department of Veterans Affairs (“VA”) by increasing court staff’s training and knowledge about VA benefits. VA healthcare, housing, education, and monetary benefits can provide the stability and hope that many VTC participants need to successfully complete their court-mandated rehabilitation. We posit that VTC teams should include members who are knowledgeable about all VA services. Integration with the Veterans Health Administration (“VHA”), which can provide free or low-cost mental healthcare and substance use disorder care,¹ should be among the most important priorities for VTCs, with the goal of reducing recidivism for addiction-related offenses. Additionally, VTCs with staff trained to refer veterans to the appropriate Veterans Benefits Administration (“VBA”) programs² would help participants plagued by
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homelessness, lack of education, and other social disadvantages begin to build promising futures. We provide detailed information about the range of services available through the VA and call for greater integration of these two disparate but increasingly interdependent organizations—the VA and VTCs—so those who need VA benefits most do not suffer from inadequate access to the benefits they have earned.

I. INTRODUCTION

After listening to an introduction from the Veterans Treatment Court team about what to expect in the program, the first question from the newest court participant was, “What will happen to my housing?” He explained that, after months of bouncing between different shelters, he recently obtained a VA “sponsored” housing voucher and finally moved into his own apartment. Despite serious criminal charges pending against him and just having heard the long list of expectations from the court, including mandatory mental health treatment and drug testing, his biggest concern was that he would find himself homeless again. In a room full of advocates who just promised that they would be there to help him along the way, the silence in response to his question was deafening. After an awkward pause, the judge assured him that his new case manager would look into it with him.

This was not the first, and certainly not the last, veteran who has asked this same question. Why did no one know the answer, and how can this lack of knowledge, which has a significant impact on veterans’ well-being and success in treatment court, be prevented? Scholars and practitioners have called attention to the unique benefits that these VTCs have provided since 2004, when a district court in Anchorage, Alaska, developed a specialized track for veterans in treatment court, and following the rapid spread of

mental-health-care-found-superior-care-private-sector (illustrating that referrals to mental health programs profoundly benefit veterans).

5 See Jack Tsai et al., A National Study of Veterans Treatment Court Participants: Who Benefits and Who Recidivates, 45 ADMIN. POL’Y MENTAL HEALTH 236, 239 (2018). In this study of 7951 VTC participants, the authors found that most participants in VTCs “exited the program in the same situation they entered.” Id. at 240. For example, over 60% of those participants who did not have housing when they entered the program did not have housing when they left the program. Id. at 241.
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Veteran’s Treatment Courts after Buffalo created one in 2008. Modeled after adult drug treatment courts, VTCs are designed to provide additional support to former service members with substance use and/or mental health disorders who are either facing criminal charges (in pre-plea courts) or probation (in post-disposition courts).

Despite growing interest in the efficacy of VTCs, there is surprisingly little attention paid to the role of the main institution that provides treatment for the VTC participants—the Department of Veterans Affairs. This institutional relationship is increasingly recognized by Congress, which recently allocated significant funding for the creation of Veterans Justice Officers (“VJOs”) to staff VTCs around the country. In January 2020, Congress passed a bill to create a Veterans Treatment Court Program within the Department of Justice with the goal of developing “best practices” for VTCs nationwide. Along with the Veterans Suicide Prevention Task Force, which has investigated the benefits of VTCs in suicide prevention since the Task Force’s creation in 2019, this bill underscores the significant local, state, and national investment into VTCs.

However, in order to develop “best practices,” policymakers and advocates need a better understanding of how these courts operate—specifically how they provide access to the treatment that the participants need. Veterans are a particularly high-risk group for both substance use and criminal offending. Veterans with substance use disorders are more likely to have criminal histories, with

5 VTCs are a general term for a treatment court that only allows qualifying veterans with substance use and/or mental health disorders and offers criminal justice benefits (either reduced or dismissed charges if pre-plea, or probation if post-disposition) for those who comply with court ordered psychological treatment. Robert T. Russell, Veterans Treatment Court: A Proactive Approach, 35 NEW ENG. J. CRIM. & CIV. CONFINEMENT 357, 363, 369 (2009). These courts have different definitions of a veteran, but they generally require that the participant enlisted in military service. See id. at 364.
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charges that include both nonviolent and violent offenses, than civilians with substance use disorders.\textsuperscript{13} Studies show an average of eight arrests among justice-involved veterans, and about 70\% of veterans in jails and prisons have been incarcerated before.\textsuperscript{14} Further, the limited studies of VTC outcomes show mixed results. The most comprehensive study of VTCs across the country showed a 14\% re-incarceration rate within eleven months of program completion, which is significantly less than the recidivism rates for those involved in drug treatment courts.\textsuperscript{15} In one study, the author found that graduates of the Alaska Veterans Court had lower recidivism rates compared with the overall recidivism rate in Alaska, but there were clear racial disparities in who completed the program.\textsuperscript{16} By contrast, another study found that participants in a large, urban VTC were significantly less likely to be rearrested during the three-year follow-up period compared with a control group of probationers who were eligible for the VTC but opted out.\textsuperscript{17}

Most VTC scholarship to date focuses on the role of criminal justice personnel such as the prosecutor, probation officer, defense attorney, or judge.\textsuperscript{18} There has also been increased attention to the role of mentors, as VTCs often tout veteran-peer mentorship as a crucial factor contributing to their success.\textsuperscript{19} However, the personnel who connect the VTCs with the VA often play the most critical role in VTCs.\textsuperscript{20} Here, where the treatment provider is an enormous
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bureaucracy with rigid rules about what services it offers, who can access them, and when and how they can be accessed, the court cannot effectively order treatment, or reasonably punish those for not accessing treatment, if the court does not understand how access to VA treatment actually works.\(^{21}\)

To address these scholarly and practical concerns, this Article provides insights into the relationship between VTCs and the VA and offers ways to improve it. We focus on the opportunities and the limits of current practices that integrate VA services into VTCs and posit that VTC teams must include members knowledgeable about all VA services, not only those that initially appear most relevant to the court. Integration with the Veterans Health Administration, which can provide free or low-cost mental healthcare and substance use disorder care,\(^ {22}\) should be among the most important priorities for VTCs with the goal of reducing recidivism for addiction-related offenses. Additionally, VTCs with staff trained to navigate Veterans Benefits Administration programs would help participants plagued by homelessness, lack of education, and other social disadvantages begin to build promising futures.\(^ {23}\) Finally, we offer additional insights on improving relationships between VTCs and the VA, so that those who could benefit from VA benefits the most do not suffer from inadequate access to the benefits they have earned.

II. DEVELOPING A SPECIALTY COURT FOR VETERANS

VTCs are part of a larger body of specialized courts designed to help individuals in the criminal justice system who are suffering from substance use and mental health disorders.\(^ {24}\) The idea behind treatment courts is that criminal offenders with substance use disorders in drug courts, or mental health disorders in mental health courts, should work to address their addiction or underlying mental health issues rather than be simply punished with jail time.\(^ {25}\) Participants give up certain due process rights and gain access to a host

---
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of social services designed to keep them on track. Upon graduation, they usually receive some type of criminal justice benefit. For pre-plea courts, offenders may receive dismissed or reduced charges. For post-disposition courts, they may receive less time on probation or probation rather than a jail sentence. VTCs are primarily modeled after drug treatment courts, though they also draw on practices from mental health courts. The main difference is that some type of military service is required to access the VTC. Furthermore, unlike the two other courts, VTCs have access to additional social services resources in the form of local, state, and federal programs for veterans.

Although VTCs are created by courts and are not formally associated with the VA, the local VA medical center’s ability to provide treatment is an important factor in the creation of VTCs as well as in their operations. In Anchorage, where the first VTC was created, court personnel immediately contacted the local VA medical center to help set up the court. According to a founding judge, “[t]he VA and Municipal Prosecutor both conditioned their agreement to participate in the Veterans Court on having the right to refuse to allow otherwise eligible individuals entry into the Veterans Court due to their current offense, criminal history, or history with the VA.” In other words, the local VA helped dictate who would be eligible for this court, linking eligibility for the VTC to eligibility
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for VA services. This made sense since the creation of a VTC was predicated on the availability of treatment services for participants. Ensuring availability of treatment through the VA meant that the court’s founders were not asking other service providers to take on a new population or mandating that participants engage with services they cannot access or that do not exist. VTCs are more likely to emerge in states where there are a significant number of veterans and corresponding veterans services, such as a local VA medical center. In 2017, nearly a third of these unique courts required VA eligibility. Participant outcomes are frequently measured in relation to the participant’s ability to get VA services. In other words, VTCs may not be formally affiliated with the VA, but they are highly interdependent.

Despite heavy reliance on VAs to provide treatment in VTCs, personnel in these courts frequently lack knowledge about VA benefits that are essential to the treatment plan. The military service-related eligibility requirements for diversion to VTCs vary across the country and even within the same state. These requirements often are dictated by state laws and funding restrictions, but all courts consider individuals’ service component, length of service, and character of discharge. Depending on the specificity of the eligibility requirements (or lack thereof), determining whether an individual is, in fact, eligible for VTC diversion based on their military service history can be complicated. This becomes only more
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complicated when courts must determine if an individual is, in fact, eligible for relevant VA services, as each VA benefit and program has its own eligibility requirements. A VTC team can only effectively determine whether an individual is a good candidate for participation if a VTC team member can correctly assess whether that individual’s circumstances meet all requirements for participation. While these evaluations may include a typical drug court evaluation, such as a risk and need assessment or whether those accused or found guilty of felonies or offenses classified as violent are allowed in the court, there may also be a question of access to VA services. After all, a treatment court should not accept someone to whom it cannot provide treatment. Accurate eligibility determinations are far from a guarantee when some VTCs have minimal to no VA training or interaction.

VTCs’ difficulty in making accurate eligibility determinations becomes even more apparent the less relevant the VA benefit seems to the core mission of the court—providing substance use and mental health treatment. A veteran may have access to VA-sponsored housing vouchers, for example, but not have access to VA healthcare because of his or her discharge status, length of service, or branch (e.g., National Guard or Reserves versus active duty Air Force, Navy, Marines, or Army).

There are multiple reasons for VTCs’ lack of VA knowledge, including the basic fact that the VA was not designed to work with criminal justice institutions. The VA, as initially envisioned, was
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meant to provide hospice care to the aging veteran population. Having expanded far beyond its original mission, today the VA is the largest integrated healthcare system in the United States and the nation’s second-largest federal employer—second only to the Department of Defense. The VA also administers benefits and services for service-connected disabilities (and in some cases non-service-connected disabilities), rehabilitation, employment, education, housing, and life insurance to veterans, their families, and their survivors, as well as handling burials and memorials for eligible service members.

Recent scholarship has called for a better understanding of the central role that the VA plays in many VTCs, emphasizing that the VA needs to be understood as a separate entity with its own rules and regulations. The VA continues to adapt to meet the growing needs of the veteran population, and has now evolved to provide support for justice-involved veterans (“JIVs”), those former service members who find themselves arrested or in jail. VTCs and VAs, through their mutually beneficial work, can address shortcomings in both the VA and the criminal justice system. However, for progress to continue, additional focus must be placed on increasing both the level and the consistency of expertise in VTCs.
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III. The VJOs and VTCs

Over the past two decades, the VA has been engaged in efforts to aid JIVs, the term for veterans who are under some form of criminal justice supervision (e.g., probation or parole) or detention. By 2007, the VA recognized the significant link between incarceration and homelessness: a four-fold increase in risk of homelessness for veterans with a history of incarceration. As part of its effort to combat veteran homelessness, the VA created a new program called Healthcare for Reentry. This program focused on aiding veterans in prisons or jails who were transitioning back into the community. Providers trained in counseling and social work developed individualized reentry programs with a focus on housing, mental health and substance use treatment, and other psychosocial needs. The Veterans Justice Outreach program, which currently operates as the VA’s official liaison program for VTCs, emerged from this effort and focuses not only on reentry but also on diversion and other programs to keep veterans out of detention.

While VJOs are now understood to be central members of the VTC team, this was not always the case. As the VJO program was being created, an advisory board of treatment court judges worked with the VA to develop the relationship between this new position and the growing number of VTCs. Though there were only a handful of VTCs when the VJO program began, they immediately developed trainings and programming to ensure that VJOs
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served as effective liaisons between VTCs and the VA. Judge Russell in Buffalo, New York, along with the head of the Buffalo court’s mentor program, started working closely with the VJO office to educate them on VTCs. The Buffalo model, built from existing drug courts, became the standard for training other communities to create VTCs. Soon, the National Association of Drug Court Professionals (“NADCP”) began a program dedicated to helping courts set up VTCs, and drew on this model that emphasized peer mentors, sobriety, and an understanding of military culture.

The creation of the VJO bolstered the newly burgeoning VTC movement, and the relationship between this VA office and these new courts continues to deepen. Funding enabled more positions for these specialists, who are increasingly associated with VTCs. By fall 2019, there were 364 funded VJOS across the country, each working within VTCs and/or criminal justice settings to ensure that qualifying veterans can access services. The VA reports that VJOS now work in 601 VTCs. VJOS do more than just help VTCs; they also work in jails to identify veterans and ensure that they connect with VA services. For example, VJOS can assist incarcerated veterans who receive disability benefits to apportion all or part of those benefits to their spouse or children, rather than lose the benefit entirely. In many jurisdictions, it is now standard practice for jails to screen for military service, to ensure VJOS can initiate contact and help the veteran or his or her family gain access to VA-administered benefits.
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One of the more important services that VJOs working in correctional facilities offer is to identify veterans, and connect qualifying veterans with a VTC, if available, and provide information to encourage their participation. While it may seem to be a given that a qualifying veteran would want the services, the calculation is not so simple. Low-level offenders may not see the benefit of submitting to the demanding requirements of a treatment court, preferring to take their chances in a regular criminal justice process that leaves them free from supervision sooner or with fewer demands. Further, they may be wrongly concerned that their criminal justice involvement may compromise their VA benefits. VJOs can provide information about the kinds of services available should the qualifying veteran decide to join the VTC.

This inter-institutional arrangement is not without complication. VJOs have to be invited into the court—they are not automatically able to join a VTC working group—and early courts did not always recognize the need for a dedicated staff member who worked for the VA. Over time, and with national trainings as part of the NADCP emphasizing the role of the VJO in VTCs, their presence has become standard practice. Still, VJOs may be unclear as to what their role in a VTC is or should be given that the original emphasis was on locating veterans and helping them with reentry, not acting as a care provider in a court setting. Courts also may be unclear of exactly what role a VJO should play on the VTC team. While the VJO has the potential to be a link to countless VA services, in many VTCs, VJO participation is often limited to facilitating VA appointments and verifying VA treatment compliance.
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As the VJO program has grown, it has become evident that VJOs are playing different roles in different places. Moreover, given their specialization in criminal justice-related issues, not all VJOs understand the diverse services offered by the VA. This is unsurprising given the complexity of many VA programs. Further, since many VJOs do much more than work with a VTC, VTCs with just one VJO, who also may be working in the jails and prisons, or with JIVs in non-VTC criminal proceedings, may be short-staffed. Assigning VJOs multiple duties as they attempt to assist veterans, many of whom are suffering from mental health and substance abuse issues, requires that they navigate a complex, slow-moving bureaucracy. The position is stretched thin, negatively impacting the veterans being served. Non-VA affiliated case managers, who typically help participants gain access to state and other social services programs, are not always a solution. Unless these individuals have worked in the VA, or utilized the programs themselves, they will have little to no knowledge of what VA programs are available. This knowledge gap will ultimately affect court processes, as there are no other stopgaps for a judge to learn what is actually possible.

Before providing more detailed suggestions for better integrating the VJO into the VTC, in the following section we outline a number of services and benefits available through the VA, with
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detailed information about how they might serve VTC participants. This information is useful not only for those working as VJOs, but for all VTC team members to better understand the basics about what services are available, what services are not available, and for whom they are available. This latter part—who gets benefits—is one of the more complicated aspects of the VA and, by extension, an important and understudied part of VTCs. It is crucial for VTCs to understand that it is not the case that participants are either eligible for everything or eligible for nothing. Rather, each VA benefit or program has its own set of eligibility criteria, and exceptions abound. The misconception that VA benefits are “all or nothing,” which often dissuades veterans themselves from visiting the VA or applying for benefits, should be extinguished by VTCs if they are to help the veterans they wish to connect with services.

IV. UNDERSTANDING HOW VA BENEFITS CAN SUPPORT VTC PARTICIPANTS

Given the important role of social capital and material resources in treatment court success, VTCs that can maximize VA healthcare, housing, disability, rehabilitation, employment, and education for their participants should be more likely to see improvements in metrics of recidivism and continued treatment. This is particularly salient for veterans given the well-documented relationship between housing and employment on treatment court outcomes and the myriad of benefits that a veteran can receive.
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Many individuals assume the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs is solely a health care provider for military veterans. While this was one of the primary intentions in its creation and continues to be one of the essential services it handles, the agency provides a wide array of social services and benefits to the veteran population. Split into three partner administrations, the Veterans Health Administration, the Veterans Benefits Administration, and the National Cemetery Administration, the VA is tasked with implementing and running essential programs covering the vast needs of the veteran community. For VTCs, the VHA, which runs the 171 medical centers and 340 outpatient clinics across the country, is the essential partner for successful operation. For the majority of VTC participants, the VHA will be the medical provider for mental health and substance abuse outpatient services. The VA’s placement of the VJO within the VHA is a clear indication that the VA understands that importance. However, VTCs that ignore or underappreciate the value of the VBA and the supportive role it can play for veterans are making a significant error.

A. Who Is a “Veteran” for VA Purposes?

Before diving into the myriad of benefits in the VA system, it is important to first note that not all individuals who served in the military are eligible for all benefits. The VA defines a veteran as “a person who served in the active military, naval, or air service and who was discharged or released therefrom under conditions other than dishonorable.”
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than dishonorable.”¹⁰⁹ Much like how VTC eligibility requirements consider the classification of a veteran’s military service and the conditions under which they left active duty, so too does the VA when considering eligibility for benefits.¹¹⁰ It would be impossible to include all relevant information related to each factor, but this Article will touch on the two most crucial to benefits: service component and discharge status. Though this Article only focuses on these two components, we encourage that a more in-depth analysis be conducted whenever an initial investigation suggests a veteran as ineligible for benefits.

When looking at the VA’s definition of a veteran, the first key phrase is “served in the active military.”¹¹¹ Active military service includes “(A) active duty; (B) any period of active duty for training during which [a person is] disabled or die[s] from a disease or injury incurred or aggravated in the line of duty; and (C) any period of inactive duty training” in specific limited circumstances.¹¹² Essentially, this means that to qualify, an individual must have served in the military in a full-time capacity or have been injured or killed during select periods of full-time training.¹¹³ Service members in any of the six branches of the Armed Forces—Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force, Coast Guard, and, now, Space Force—would meet the active service requirement.¹¹⁴ Individuals who served in the Reserves, Air or Army National Guard, military academies, and certain offices in the Public Health Service, National Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration, and Environmental Science Services would only qualify in certain circumstances.¹¹⁵ Individuals in that second category would likely need to have been called up to full-time active duty for federal purposes to meet the active service requirement—most individuals in this category with a qualifying period of service will have served in an overseas deployment.¹¹⁶ This means that VTCs with flexibility to admit participants who served in a service component other than the six branches of the Armed Forces may not be
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considered a veteran by the VA, and thus may be ineligible for any services or benefits.

The second key phrase in the VA’s definition of a veteran is a discharge that is “other than dishonorable.” A military discharge is given when a service member is released from active duty. Individuals will be assigned a discharge status dependent on the reason for separation that falls into one of two categories: administrative or punitive. Administrative separations occur when the command seeks to involuntarily separate a service member through a non-judicial process. Administrative discharges include: “uncharacterized,” which is given to individuals who separate prior to completing 180 days of military service and does not attempt to characterize service as good or bad; “honorable,” which is given to those who met or exceeded the conduct and performance standards of the military; “general, under honorable conditions,” which is given when an individual’s performance was satisfactory, but fell short in terms of military duty and conduct; and “other than honorable,” which is given when the individual’s service involved a serious departure from the conduct and performance expected.

Punitive discharges are awarded by a sentence of a court-martial. A “bad conduct” discharge is issued for lesser offenses, while a “dishonorable” discharge is typically reserved for serious offenses such as murder, desertion, rape, and the like. For purposes of VA services and benefits, a “dishonorable” discharge serves as a complete bar.

Pursuant to the statutory definition, a former service member with a “dishonorable” discharge status is not a
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“veteran.” On the other end, an “honorable” discharge is the only discharge status that meets the discharge eligibility requirement for all benefits. While “general, under honorable conditions” discharge will allow for most benefits, it bars the individual from some education benefits. And “other than honorable” and “bad conduct” discharges require a VA “character of service determination” to determine whether statutory or regulatory bars prohibit VA from providing services and benefits. Reports have found that the Department of Defense (“DOD”) does not grant discharge status in an equitable manner, with factors like race, sexual orientation, and disability having significant impacts; one such study found that between 2006 and 2015, Black service members had a 61% higher chance of facing a general or special court martial than their White peers.

Post-discharge, service members can attempt to upgrade their discharge status or secure a favorable character of service determination from the VA. A discharge upgrade is a process in which an individual petitions the DOD for a change in his or her character of service based on arguments of equity or propriety. It is a challenging process with low success rates. However, cases where individuals were discharged under “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” or where the discharge was related to mental health conditions, including post-traumatic stress disorder (“PTSD”), traumatic brain injury (“TBI”), or sexual assault or harassment (including military sexual trauma), are now to be considered more liberally. A successful discharge upgrade can result in amended military records that

127 Applying for Benefits and Your Character of Discharge, supra note 125.
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129 Id. at 1, 6; see also 38 C.F.R. § 3.12 (2020).
130 See VETERANS LEGAL CLINIC, supra note 121, at 5–6.
131 Id. at 2, 8.
132 32 C.F.R. § 70.8(a) (3) (i)–(ii), (a) (4) (iii) (2020).
reflect the new discharge status and will provide all the benefits of that higher status. A separate process done with the VA, a character of discharge determination, does not change the discharge status that an individual was given by the military. However, it can impact what benefits the VA will provide. Individuals with “other than honorable” or certain “bad conduct” discharges can ask the VA to review or re-review their military service to determine if it will be considered “honorable for VA purposes.” This process involves proving to the VA that service was “honest, faithful, and meritorious” other than minor discipline issues or proving to the VA that the individual was “insane” at the time of the misconduct resulting in discharge. A favorable result will allow an individual to access all VA benefits other than some education benefits.

Both discharge upgrades and character of discharge determinations are complicated processes with low success rates, which often require the intervention of an attorney for a favorable result. Success in these processes is often the difference between a veteran having no access to the VA or being able to use many, or all, of the VA’s programs and services. Discharge status factors into the VTC eligibility process for every single participant. Regardless of whether a VTC can accept veterans with “bad paper” or can only accept veterans with “honorable” and “general” discharges, VTCs should be pointing all veterans with a less-than-honorable discharge in the direction of resources that can help increase their benefit eligibility. They should also be cognizant of the grey zones created by every discharge between “honorable” and “dishonorable.” For example, an “other than honorable” veteran with a favorable character of service determination can use the VA for healthcare, including VTC mandated mental health and substance
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abuse counseling. Even with an unfavorable character of service determination, veterans with other than honorable discharges or certain bad conduct discharges can receive VA healthcare to treat service-connected medical conditions, which can include mental health services. Thus, VTCs must check more than just discharge status if VHA-eligibility is a VTC eligibility component, and VTCs must ensure that policies to restrict certain discharge statuses are not built based solely on the assumption that VHA-eligibility would not exist.

Recent research reveals the wide variation between VA services available to bad paper veterans across the country is largely caused by a systemic misunderstanding of the law within the VA. Denial of benefits may be illegal, but more concretely, the VA’s failure to correctly implement its own eligibility requirements results in thousands of the most vulnerable veterans being kept from accessing earned benefits every year. One report on the VA reveals that, “[s]ince 1980, more than 575,000 service members have received an Other Than Honorable, Bad Conduct, or Dishonorable discharge”—sometimes called a “bad paper” discharge—“representing about 7% of those with characterized discharges.” Eighty-one percent of these are “Other Than Honorable” discharges, which means that there was no court process to determine the discharge characterization. Likewise, “more than 600,000 service-members since 1980 have received General discharge characterizations,” which can also affect access to some VA services.

Although these categories appear clear, their interpretation and application have contributed to gross inequalities among service members. From 2009 through 2015, 22,000 service members
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with PTSD and TBI received so-called “bad paper” discharges that limited their access to services. Over 100,000 LGBTQ+ individuals left the military with “bad paper” discharges between 1994 and 2011, and racial disparities and arbitrary discharge characterizations are well documented. One military commander’s interpretation of mitigating circumstances, a prior service history, or their sympathy may affect these characterizations.

If these miscarriages of justice happen at the DOD and VA, where front desk staff are trained to understand eligibility issues, VTCs are even more likely to experience these issues. VTCs turning away those who are eligible leave veterans again experiencing someone turning their back on them. Bad paper discharges that fall into the grey zone of eligibility are only becoming more and more common. Data shows that bad paper discharges have steadily increased since WWII, with more veterans from the Global War on Terrorism (or “GWOT,” comprised of Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan, Operation Iraqi Freedom in Iraq, and other related operations) receiving bad paper discharges at four times the rate of WWII veterans and more than double the rate of Vietnam era veterans.

VTCs must make it a priority to understand VA eligibility, specifically the complexities of the system that renders some veterans eligible for some benefits but not others, as well as ways to increase VA access. This will ensure they will be successful at finding potential participants in the most need and connecting those same veterans with the numerous programs across the VHA and VBA.

B. Health Care

VTCs are predicated around the idea that treatment for an underlying mental health or substance use disorder will reduce recidivism. And while disability benefits and housing vouchers are
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frequently important in creating the stability needed for future success, the first step in a VTC is establishing a treatment plan with the participant.¹⁶³ Unlike participants who must rely on community resources to meet the requirements of drug courts and mental health courts, VA eligible participants in VTCs are typically eligible for free or reduced medical care by virtue of their veteran status and their income level.¹⁶⁴ Veterans that meet the VA’s active service requirement and have an “honorable” or “general” discharge or have an “other than honorable” or “bad conduct” discharge with a favorable character of service determination meet the first step of eligibility.¹⁶⁵ Veterans with an “other than honorable” discharge or “bad conduct” discharge with an unfavorable character of service determination may still receive treatment for service-connected medical conditions in some cases.¹⁶⁶

Next, for healthcare, the VA requires that if the individual served after September 7, 1980, they must have served twenty-four continuous months or the full period of their active duty, unless they were discharged for a disability related to their active-duty service or were discharged for a hardship.¹⁶⁷ Those who served prior to September 7, 1980, do not have a length of service requirement.¹⁶⁸ Finally, to determine how much a veteran may be responsible for paying toward care, the VA created several priority groups, which consider military service history, service-connected disability rating, income level, Medicaid eligibility, and other VA benefits eligibility.¹⁶⁹

VTCs should work to connect qualifying veterans who may not be accessing their healthcare benefits to VA services. A 2017 VA study found that the total VHA enrollee population was 8.3 million veterans, significantly less than the estimated total veteran

¹⁶⁶ Id. at 4; see also 38 C.F.R. § 3.360(a) (2020); 38 U.S.C. § 17201 (authorizing mental health care for all veterans with other-than-honorable discharges who served in a combat theater or were sexually assaulted, physically assaulted, or sexually harassed).
¹⁶⁸ Id.
¹⁶⁹ 38 C.F.R. § 17.36(b) (2020).
population of 18.3 million. Current estimates suggest that less than 49% of veterans use the VA for their regular healthcare needs. As such, VTCs should not expect veteran participants to be enrolled at the VA or even know if they are eligible for services. It is also important that they be aware that attempting to enroll in VA healthcare for the first time may trigger the character of discharge determination process for “other than honorable” or “bad conduct” veterans when they are not in any position to present or gather evidence for their case. Analysis done through the priority group enrollment and patient surveys has found that the veterans most likely to utilize VHA healthcare are those with annual incomes below $35,000, as well as those who consider themselves to be in poor health. Low-income veterans and veterans with service-connected disabilities are the most likely to receive their medical care for free from the VA, which is a tremendous benefit to those in need.

For VTCs, the VA is an excellent partner for participants’ outpatient care needs. The VA provides mental health outpatient treatment that has been found to be superior to the private sector’s based on initial diagnoses, medication intervention, and long-term treatment. The VA also tends to offer substantial substance abuse programs with both group and individualized therapy at VA medical centers and smaller specialized facilities. In 2017, the VA expanded emergency mental health care, offering certain veterans with “other than honorable” discharges the ability to receive care for up to ninety days including inpatient, residential, or outpatient care. Although, the launch of the program has experienced
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significant issues.\textsuperscript{177} VTCs should be aware of this program while searching for longer-term care options for non-VHA eligible veterans. Lastly, community-based Vet Centers provide readjustment counseling to all veterans who served in periods of armed hostilities from the Vietnam era through the present, except those with a fully “dishonorable” discharge.\textsuperscript{178}

One important challenge for VTCs is participants’ ability to access inpatient, as opposed to outpatient, treatment.\textsuperscript{179} Participants often require intensive substance use treatment, and those who continue to use while enrolled in the VTC may be required to enter an inpatient program.\textsuperscript{180} Unfortunately, the VHA is limited in terms of inpatient program access.\textsuperscript{181} Even though the majority of VA medical centers have inpatient substance abuse programs and inpatient mental health programs, including programs for PTSD, the waiting lists for these programs tend to be significant.\textsuperscript{182} VTCs, whether through their VJOs or VA contact, should consistently monitor bed availability in these programs when determining participant eligibility. The VA MISSION Act,\textsuperscript{183} a 2018 law, has created more funding for veterans to receive care in their communities in private health care settings, while the 2021 National Defense Authorization Act (“NDAA”) has set aside funding to assist homeless, women, and veterans with expanded mental health issues.\textsuperscript{184} These important laws and future efforts may provide additional avenues for veterans to receive inpatient treatment. The VTC team should be familiar with these updates. Further, the VTC team should connect with non-VA health care providers that offer programs to
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veterans and fill the gaps where ineligibility or long waits would impact court participation or success.

In summary, VTCs should not assume that discharge status is the only determining factor for VHA eligibility, and they must collaborate with team members who are knowledgeable about how eligibility works. When unclear, VTCs need to consult knowledgeable VSOs or attorneys to see if a character of discharge determination has taken place. VTCs, through the VJO or other VHA representatives, must develop relationships with the mental health, substance abuse, and inpatient VA programs, as well as discuss the availability of emergency mental health care, Vet Centers, and non-VA facilities for ineligible veterans. Further, courts must closely monitor changes in the law that increase potential private health care access for sub-populations of the veteran community, which are frequently overrepresented in VTCs.

C. Housing

With a large percentage of participants entering VTCs housing insecure,\(^{185}\) it would seem a logical extension for VTCs to place emphasis on establishing housing stability at the start of the program. How can a VTC participant focus on treatment if they are worried about where they will sleep that night? Studies show that many participants who were unsheltered obtained housing at program exit,\(^ {186}\) yet a significant number of veterans still leave their lengthy VTC programs without housing.\(^ {187}\) This is a result of differing priorities between VA and VTCs and a lack of knowledge of VA housing programs within VTC teams.\(^ {188}\)

In 2012, the VA adopted as national policy a “Housing First” approach for its homeless programs.\(^ {189}\) Housing First is a “low-barrier, supportive housing model” that “provides individuals who are experiencing homelessness . . . with permanent housing as quickly as possible and [with] supportive services as needed.”\(^ {190}\) The model

\(^{185}\) Tsai et al., supra note 3, at 239.
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\(^{189}\) Id. (citing Sam J. Tsemberis, Housing First: The Pathways Model to End Homelessness for People with Mental Illness and Addiction Manual, 5 EUR. J. HOMELESSNESS 235 (Jan. 2011)).
provides housing “without prerequisites for abstinence, psychiatric stability, or completion of treatment programs.” The approach is guided by the belief that “people need basic necessities like food and a place to live before attending to anything less critical, such as getting a job, budgeting properly, or attending to substance use issues.”

The VA supports three major housing programs focused on low-income and disabled veterans: VA’s Homeless Providers Grant and Per Diem Program (“GPD”), VA’s Supportive Services for Veterans Families Program (“SSVF”), and U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development-VA Supportive Housing Program (“HUD-VASH”). Each program targets different sub-populations of homeless veterans to tackle their different barriers. The VA also offers home loans, which can help service members or their survivors become homeowners.

Knowledge of these different programs can aid VTC participants who are most vulnerable and most likely to struggle in or after a VTC program. GPD awards grants to community-based agencies that provide transitional housing and supportive services to homeless veterans. GPD is often used as a first step in housing for many veterans, providing more freedom and flexibility than shelters while offering differing levels of social and medical services depending on the needs of the individual. GPD-Low Demand is aimed at chronically homeless veterans who were unsuccessful in traditional housing programs, frequently due to their inability to meet
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treatment participation and sobriety requirements. GPD-Hospital to Hospital is set up to provide clinical follow-up care to homeless veterans following inpatient or emergency stays and to prevent them from being discharged to the streets, an emergency shelter, or extending their inpatient stay. GPD-Clinical Treatment is arranged with an emphasis on case management and treatment services incorporated with temporary housing, providing a less intensive alternative to inpatient treatment programs. GPD-Bridge Housing is for short-term stays where veterans have been offered and accepted permanent housing, but the accepted housing is not yet available. For GPD eligibility, veterans only need one day of active duty service and a discharge status other than dishonorable or bad conduct from a general court-martial (as opposed to a bad conduct discharge issued in a special court-martial).

SSVF is a VA grant program that awards non-profit organizations funding to assist very low-income veterans and their families residing in, or transitioning to, permanent housing. SSVF organizations are able to provide a range of supportive services to eligible veterans designed to promote housing stability, including case management and temporary financial assistance. The SSVF program is not intended to provide long-term support for participants but rather is targeted at identifying veterans who are at risk of homelessness and keeping them housed or rapidly re-housing veterans who are currently homeless. SSVF is often used as the link to getting veterans from shelter or GPD into permanent housing, while also connecting veterans and families with the other non-VA resources available in their area. Like GPD, for SSVF eligibility,
veterans only need one day of active duty service and a discharge status other than dishonorable or bad conduct from a general court-martial.207

HUD-VASH is a uniquely beneficial program to help veterans most at risk of housing insecurity.208 It is a VHA-run program that combines HUD housing vouchers with VA supportive services to help homeless veterans find and sustain permanent housing.209 HUD provides specific rental assistance vouchers to veterans who are eligible for VA health care services.210 Recipients must connect with VA case managers who will assist them in accessing health care, mental health treatment, and substance use counseling to help their recovery and to maintain housing in the community.211 As of 2019, there were 90,749 veterans with active HUD-VASH vouchers.212 Prior to 2021, veterans with an “other than honorable” or “bad conduct” discharge were ineligible for this program, even if they had a favorable character of service determination.213 However, the 2021 NDAA has expanded the program to include “other than honorable” veterans, and efforts continue to further expand the definition to match those used by GPD and SSVF.214 And while HUD-VASH vouchers have limitations, especially in areas with high cost of living,215 they have had a massive impact on lowering the number of homeless veterans across the country.216
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VA home loans may also provide an advantageous way for veterans to secure permanent housing for VTC participants. VA home loans are provided by private lenders, but the VA guarantees a portion of the loan, which enables the lender to provide more favorable terms. Major benefits come with VA home loans including no down payment, no private mortgage insurance, more flexible credit requirements, limits to closing costs, and greater forgiveness of past foreclosure or bankruptcy. Eligibility for VA home loans matches the requirements for VHA healthcare discussed in the previous section. Unlike HUD-VASH, this VA administered program is handled by the VBA, rather than the VHA.

In summary, the VA has four different housing programs that VTCs should consider. Two of the programs, GPD and SSVF, are funded by the VA, but are handled by non-profit organizations in the community. These programs have less restrictive eligibility requirements, which can be extremely beneficial to veterans with “other than honorable” or “bad conduct” discharges or those who served for a very short period of time. The VHA is responsible for the HUD-VASH program, which can connect homeless veterans with long-term housing vouchers and has seen a recent expansion in eligibility requirements. And the VBA oversees the VA Home Loans program, which can provide favorable terms for eligible veteran homebuyers. VTCs need contacts for each different option, which requires knowledge of local community agencies and an understanding of the needs of participants entering the program for referral purposes.
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D. Disability

VTCs have a unique opportunity to connect participants to VA disability benefits, but it requires them to understand the benefits available and to come up with ways to involve accredited representatives\textsuperscript{226} in the court. The most comprehensive study of VTC participants to date reveals that, at VTC admission, 38\% of participants were receiving VA disability benefits, a number that increased to 50\% by program exit.\textsuperscript{227} While VTC participants may already be connected to the VA, VTCs can help individuals who have yet to access their benefits.

Obtaining VA disability benefits can be a long process. However, when participants are mandated to keep contact with the court and to receive treatment for their disability, they can improve their VA disability claims, specifically by increasing the amount of medical evidence they have, which will be beneficial to proving the existence or severity of their claimed disability.\textsuperscript{228} Monthly income from disability benefits can help participants find or maintain stability, especially early in the VTC process when court obligations can make employment challenging, and after graduation when the level of support decreases.\textsuperscript{229}

The percentage of VTC participants already receiving VA disability benefits may appear high. However, as a subset of the veteran population where all participants have severe mental health or substance abuse issues, it is likely significantly lower than it should be. VTCs serve as a hybrid of mental health and drug courts, as VTCs condition entry on either or both a substance use and mental health disorder diagnosis.\textsuperscript{230} While most courts do not require the qualifying condition to be related to military service, in some cases, the qualifying condition either started in or was aggravated by

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item The VA accredits attorneys, agents, and Veteran Service Organization (“VSO”) representatives to help qualifying veterans apply for claims, ensuring the accredited individual has “good moral character” and is “fit” to represent veterans in claims. See VA Veterans Benefits Administration, Accredited Representatives, U.S. DEP’T VETERANS AFF., https://www.benefits.va.gov/vso/ (last updated Nov. 9, 2021).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
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military service.\textsuperscript{231} For example, of the 38% receiving benefits at admission, 46.5% reported compensation for a service-connected psychiatric condition.\textsuperscript{232} As such, the expectation would be for a significant number of participants to enter with a mental health condition leading to receipt of disability benefits.

Further, while the data captures the percentage receiving benefits, it does not clarify whether the VA disability benefit received is for service-connected or non-service-connected disabilities (the latter of which is only available for totally disabled and very low-income veterans) or if the benefits amount accurately reflects the severity of the disability.\textsuperscript{233} Even though VTCs may not view connection to disability benefits as part of their core missions, increasing benefits assists with housing and can provide a consistent source of income while participants attempt to meet the rigorous treatment and court requirements. For this reason, it is critical that a VTC team member be familiar with the VBA.

The VA has two major disability benefits programs, both overseen by the VBA.\textsuperscript{234} The first benefits program is VA Service-Connected Disability Compensation (“Compensation”), a tax-free monetary benefit paid to veterans with disabilities that are the result of a disease or injury incurred or aggravated during active military service.\textsuperscript{235} Compensation requires a veteran to show that it is at least as likely as not that a current physical or mental health condition resulting in disability was incurred in, aggravated by, or caused by service.\textsuperscript{236} The VA considers five criteria when making a decision about the link between a disability and its origin: (1) direct service connection,\textsuperscript{237} (2) aggravation,\textsuperscript{238} (3) presumptive service connection,\textsuperscript{239} (4) secondary service connection,\textsuperscript{240} and (5) consequence.
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of VA health care. If granted, the VA then rates each individual disability in increments of 10%, from 0% to 100%, and veterans with multiple rated conditions receive an overall “combined” rating (using a method distinct from simple addition). Monthly compensation increases with a veteran’s combined rating and number of dependents, with a single veteran rated at 100% receiving $3,146 per month in benefits.

The second benefits program is VA Non-Service-Connected Disability Pension (“Pension”), a tax-free benefits program payable to very low-income, disabled, or elderly veterans. In addition to requiring that recipients meet the VA’s definition of a veteran, Pension has several other qualifiers. First is a net worth limitation, which considers both assets and annual income. Next, the veteran must have at least ninety days of active duty, including one day during a wartime period, or if the active duty occurred after September 7, 1980, at least twenty-four months of service or a full period called up, along with one day during a wartime period. Last, the veteran must be sixty-five or older with limited or no income, totally and permanently disabled, a patient in a nursing home receiving skilled nursing care, or a recipient of SSI or SSDI. A single veteran with Pension will receive up to $1,160 per month, however the amount can increase depending on additional care needs and out of pocket medical expenses.

A VJO should be familiar with the basics of each program in order to help the veterans they work with determine which benefits or programs might be appropriate, regardless of whether they are working with incarcerated veterans, VTCs, or other JIVs. However,
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VJOs are limited in their ability to provide assistance with the actual application or with appeals of denials.250 Given the complexity of the benefit programs and the lengthy process to receive a decision, VTCs should look elsewhere for assistance in helping veterans, particularly veterans with mental health conditions and housing insecurity, succeed in their initial applications and appeals. Veteran Service Organizations (“VSOs”), along with state, county, and local veteran service representatives, are trained to help veterans understand and apply for these VA benefits for no cost.251 There are also legal service providers, law school clinics, and other non-profit organizations that have attorneys available to provide pro bono assistance with disability claims.252 There are also attorneys and agents that are accredited who charge fees to veterans to assist with their claims.253 Since VJOs cannot assist directly with the claims process, they need to be aware of who in their community can. VTC teams should also consider how they can bring accredited representatives into the court to work directly with participants.

E. Education and Employment

One important way to combat addiction and reduce recidivism is to increase access to education and work opportunities.254 VA education and employment benefits may feel less urgent for older VTC participants and those struggling with homelessness but may be most important in the long run for younger participants hoping to build a stable future. The most recent data shows the mean age of VTC participants is 43.7 years old, putting them at working age.255 While younger veterans made up a smaller number
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of participants than originally anticipated in the creation of these courts, the declining overall veteran population suggests VTCs should expect a future increase in the number of Gulf War era and Post-9/11 veterans, who comprise about one-third of VTC participants in recent years.\(^{256}\) And while some may have total and permanent disabilities, many VTC participants will need to secure or maintain employment while also dealing with the mental health and substance abuse issues that brought them to the court, and depending on the court, potentially a criminal charge or conviction too.

The three largest VA programs providing critical education and workforce training are the various iterations of the GI Bill, the Veteran Readiness and Employment program (“VR&E,” formerly known as VocRehab), and Compensated Work Therapy (“CWT”).\(^{257}\)

The GI Bill is an education benefit provided by the VA that helps qualifying veterans cover all or some of the costs of school or training.\(^{258}\) Many service members cite education benefits as the principal reason for joining the military.\(^{259}\) To be eligible for VA education benefits through the Post-9/11 GI Bill, a veteran must have served for ninety days, whether continuous or interrupted after September 10, 2001, and received an “honorable” discharge.\(^{260}\) To be eligible for VA education benefits through the older Montgomery GI Bill, a veteran must have served two years on active duty and have received an “honorable” discharge.\(^{261}\) The GI Bill is the only benefit that individuals with a “general” discharge are not

\(^{256}\) Id.
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eligible for. Only a discharge upgrade, not a favorable character of discharge determination, will make an ineligible veteran subsequently eligible for GI Bill benefits. The GI Bill can pay full tuition for public colleges or universities and a percentage of private or foreign universities, and can also provide a monthly housing allowance.

Veteran Readiness and Employment is a VHA program designed to assist veterans with service-connected disabilities obtain suitable employment or independent living. Veterans meet with rehabilitation counselors who discuss and determine employment handicaps and assess veterans’ skills, abilities, and interests. Veterans are then placed on one of five different tracks: (1) re-employment, (2) rapid access to employment, (3) self-employment, (4) employment through long-term services, or (5) independent living, depending on the level of need. In addition to case management and employment services, VR&E can help pay for veterans’ vocational or educational training as well as housing assistance. While VR&E requires VHA eligibility and a service-connected disability, it does not require an “honorable” discharge, expanding educational opportunities for veterans who may be ineligible for the GI Bill. It also closely monitors the successes and failures of participants, so veterans who are unsuccessful with the program have increased
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likelihood of being able to obtain increases in VA Disability Benefits or Social Security Disability Benefits.\textsuperscript{270}

CWT is a VHA clinical vocational rehabilitation program that is offered at every VA medical center.\textsuperscript{271} CWT frequently partners with VR&E to expand work opportunities for veterans.\textsuperscript{272} The goal of the program is to provide support to veterans who have mental or physical limitations that have created barriers to employment to secure and maintain community-based competitive employment.\textsuperscript{273} To be eligible for CWT, an individual must be VHA eligible and have a disability, but that disability does not need to be service-connected, making it the least restrictive of the employment and education programs.\textsuperscript{274} Much like VR&E, a veteran must meet with a counselor who provides a vocational assessment to determine if the program is appropriate and, if it is, develop an employment plan.\textsuperscript{275} Depending on their level of need, veterans may be placed in transitional work, supported employment, community-based employment services, vocational assistance, supported self-employment, or supported education.\textsuperscript{276}

In summary, the VA has anticipated the struggles of veterans to pay for education and find employment, particularly those veterans with disabilities. VTCs can potentially utilize the different services and benefits to help their participants overcome the issues that led them to the court as well as the challenges of a new criminal record. These programs can also potentially provide housing allowances to veterans struggling with insecurity. The emphasis a VTC places in these benefits largely will depend on the demographic makeup of the participants in that court, but VTCs should at least have contacts and resources for the advantage of interested veterans. This is especially true given the importance of education and other community resources to lower recidivism rates within treatment courts.\textsuperscript{277}
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V. TOWARDS BETTER INTEGRATION OF VTCs AND VAs

Like all treatment courts, the success of a Veteran Treatment Court will likely be judged on outcomes such as the recidivism rates of its participants, whether they have better housing or employment after participation, as well as whether they are able to stay sober and even stay alive. Because of this, VTCs must evaluate all the factors that will impact a veteran participant, not just while they are in the court but also once they graduate. While strengthening compliance with treatment and building a strong mentorship team are important, ensuring access to basic needs beyond the confines of the VTC program is just as, if not more, important. VTCs should incorporate the wide array of benefits the VA can provide. The VA must recognize its essential support role in these courts and the potential value of VTCs as a pathway to help hard-to-reach veterans. Early studies have already found that VTC participants use a much higher percentage of VA services than non-VTC participants and likely need them beyond their participation in court-mandated treatment. Based on the needs presented by participants on VTC entry and exit, as well as recidivism rates, veterans need more support.

VTCs provide a unique circumstance where a struggling veteran can be linked with life-changing resources, but that can only happen if the VA recognizes the importance of its presence within the courts and VTCs start thinking outside the box of who else must be part of the team. Here, we outline several suggestions for improving the working relationship between VAs and VTCs and how to strengthen elements that already exist.

As a preliminary matter, we acknowledge the important work that all VJOs are doing in VTCs as well as criminal justice institutions. In previous sections, we explored the creation and growth of the VJO program, an innovative idea to address the needs of the JIV population. And while the program was initially met with hesitancy, with the growth of VTCs across the country, the VJO program is now viewed as a critical component to the courts, and lawmakers have designated funds to expand the program.
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VJOs is a positive for VTCs, but to truly maximize the impact for VTC participants, it is time to reconsider their role and opportunities to better utilize their unique position as a liaison with the VA.

First, we suggest the creation of specialized VJO positions. The expectation that VJOs should be providing prison outreach and assistance to non-VTC JIVs, while also working as a liaison to VTCs, which can range from dozens to hundreds of clients, is simply unrealistic. It would make sense for the VJO position to first be specified as either a VTC liaison, with considerations given to the size of the area VTC, or a prison outreach and traditional criminal court liaison. The positions should then take into account geographic zones, specifically in terms of VA and non-VA veteran programs that exist within the area. With this change, VJOs could have an opportunity to make a more meaningful difference for the JIVs they assist, as the sub-populations they serve would have similar issues, and they would be expected to manage fewer partner relationships. The VA has shown a commitment to this program, but the next step for growth is specialization and focused impact.

VJOs, especially ones with greater focus on the VTC participants, should also not be the only VA representative in VTCs. All VTCs should have expertise on VHA benefits, VBA benefits, and non-VA community benefits. The VJO can fill the role for VHA benefits, but as the role is currently conceived, they do not have the training or bandwidth to serve as VBA benefits experts, too. The VA should consider different options to have representatives from the VBA be a regular, if not constant, presence in VTCs. Ideally, a VBA representative would attend the VTC hearings like a VJO in order to address issues and consider ways to connect participants to additional VA resources that may be more cost-effective. However, a VBA representative should not be thought of as the same as a VJO, who may be called upon frequently in VTC hearings for updates on treatment progress or scheduling future appointments. By contrast, access to VBA programs is not necessary for basic VTC
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participation compliance. As an alternative, a VBA representative could be made available to answer questions and provide guidance at key points in the VTC process. By ensuring that courts have someone that participants can speak to upon admission, mid-way through the program, and before graduation, the VA could provide regular evaluation of a participant’s circumstances and the VBA benefits that may be appropriate. Making the VBA representative a structured position, and potentially requiring VTC participants to contact the VBA representative for benefits assessments, would connect participants with needed benefits without placing that extra burden on current VJOs.

In designing and implementing its programs, the VA has acknowledged that it is not always best positioned to serve hard-to-reach veterans directly. The GPD and SSVF programs demonstrate VA’s realization that to combat veteran homelessness, the VA would need the help of non-profit community organizations who better understood the barriers and challenges facing a particular area’s veteran population. In a similar way, VTCs could draw on outside experts who can help veteran participants navigate problems beyond the scope of the VA representatives and court case managers. One place they could start are civil legal service organizations and law school clinics that focus on veterans’ services. Both can offer a wealth of knowledge, including a thorough understanding of benefits and resources at the federal, state, and local levels as well as the ability to solve issues that require legal intervention. In some cases, VHA and VBA programs may resolve some issues easily, but more often it will take work from both VA and outside advocates to get issues fixed. There is a natural fit for civil legal attorneys and law school clinics to take on this outside expert role.
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The challenges involve accessing, inviting, and funding support. VTCs need to determine what organizations or clinics best fit their individual model and initiate the relationship. These courts are innovative in their approach to criminal justice, but they still need to overcome the frame of mind that civil legal needs are not a part of criminal justice rehabilitation. The population VTCs are serving will overlap with the population civil legal organizations are serving, and the sooner both civil and criminal sides of a veteran participant’s problem can be identified, the sooner it can be resolved. Obviously, these organizations or clinics need additional resources to be effective partners to VTCs. This is where the VA needs to become creative and utilize recent legislation like the Veterans Health Care and Benefits Improvement Act of 2020,\textsuperscript{288} which requires the VA to provide legal services to homeless veterans and to fund wrap-around civil legal services to VTC participants.\textsuperscript{289}

A successful VTC team is one that has the expertise to address the needs of the veteran participant from the moment they enter the court to long after they graduate. And while the current approach of a singular overstretched VJO is absolutely better than no intervention, it is not nearly where it could be, and should be, to fulfill the mission of these courts. To get closer, the VA needs to reaffirm its commitment to the VJO program through expansion and specialization as well as guarantee the involvement of VBA representatives. Courts also need to fill the gap for outside expertise by engaging with legal service organizations and law school clinics in recognition of the remaining needs of veteran participants. This will take funding as well as experimentation to get right, but VTCs have the attention and support to take risks for the veterans they serve.

VI. CONCLUSION

The possibilities to improve VTCs are numerous, and a truly successful court will likely need a combination of the above suggestions, including specialized VJOs, involvement of VBA representatives, and community partnerships with local legal service organizations. To accomplish this, funding must be increased. The reality is that some courts will continue to operate without a VJO, or will have
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a VJO stretched between multiple roles, and it will be on court personnel to be aware of policies to determine which benefits the veteran participant can access and recognize what community partners can be brought in to help them. This is especially true if the participant might be eligible for VA benefits but is not accessing them.

On top of growing funding for VTCs through allocations to adult drug courts, Congress recently passed the Veterans Treatment Court Improvement Act.\textsuperscript{290} This act will provide an additional $20 million for VTCs (its proponents wanted $5 billion)\textsuperscript{291} in order to make available grants, technical assistance, and information on best practices for running a VTC.\textsuperscript{292} This increased number of VTCs will no doubt put strain on local VAs to make sure that there is adequate personnel to work in the court and connect veterans to local VA services. This challenge will be more acute where courts are not near VA clinics.

As the more than 500 current VTCs push forward,\textsuperscript{293} we should be continuing to push the bar on what success actually looks like. We see justification of the rapid creation of VTCs around the idea that our military veterans are worthy of additional support.\textsuperscript{294} If that is the case, these courts should also help connect veterans with the social services available to ensure they are in a position to thrive going forward.

In sum, efforts to improve veteran well-being will not be possible without recognition of the important role the VA plays in VTCs, and resources to better integrate VTCs and VAs. Just as military culture is used to build comradery and help with compliance, the earned benefits of military service, including healthcare, housing, and disability, should be fought for so the participants can be made whole. Courts should look for ways to build bridges to the VHA and VBA, and the VA should want to have VJOs and other liaisons in these courts to help vulnerable veterans in need of support. A veteran should not be in fear of leaving the court homeless, unemployed, or unable to support themselves. These unfortunate
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consequences will continue to happen if VTCs do not build in their expertise and knowledge of the processes and procedures to connect veterans to available benefits. More knowledgeable VJOs will help, creative partnerships with the VBA will help, and relationships with local legal service organizations will help. While each VTC may look different, and as a result will need a different combination of these modifications, they are the keys to creating a transformative court for our veteran community. In supporting such reforms, the VA and VTCs as a whole will send a message of what these courts are here to do: help veterans.